Genetic analysis of an avoidance-avoidance response in Mus domesticus.
Latency to leave a lighted platform and enter a novel chamber in which other mice had received shock was measured in 2592 mice from eight inbred strains and all 56 F1 crosses. An analysis of the diallel matrix indicated a clear genetic architecture, although genetic effects accounted for only 10% of the total phenotypic variance. Dominance favoring a slight delay in chamber entry suggested a selective advantage in spending a longer time on some elements in the behavioral chain involved in avoidance-avoidance responses. Inbred strains showed greater litter variance than F1 hybrids, suggesting greater developmental buffering of heterozygotes. Both the genetic architecture and the strain rankings differ from those typically found in open field and similar tests of locomotor activity. The results illustrate the problem of interpreting behavior genetic results in terms of proportions of total phenotypic variance and difficulties in generalizing to ancestral or other populations in an attempt to interpret genetic results in an evolutionary context when reliability is low.